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Abstra t
Let A and B be two sets of n resp. m (m  n) disjoint unit disks in the plane. We onsider the problem of
nding a rigid motion of A that maximizes the total area of its overlap with B . The fun tion des ribing the area
of overlap is quite omplex, even for ombinatorially equivalent translations, and hen e, we turn our attention to
approximation algorithms. We give deterministi (1 )-approximation
algorithms for the maximum area of overlap
under translation and rigid motion that run in O((nm=2 )log(m=)) and O((n2 m22=43=3) log1=3m)) time respe tively.
 3 log log ) time whi h
For the later, if  is the diameter
of set A, we get an (1 )-approximation in O(
2
is improvement when  = o(n ). Under the ondition that the maximum is at least a onstant fra 2tion5 of the
area
2
of B , we give a probabilisti (1 )-approximation algorithm
for
rigid
motions
that
runs
in
O (( n = ) log (n=))
time and su eeds with probability at least 1 e n 6 .
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1. Introdu tion

Shape mat hing is a fundamental problem in
omputer vision: given two shapes A and B and a
distan e measure, one wants to determine a transformation of A - a translation, for instan e, or a
rigid motion - that minimizes its distan e to B.
Typi al problems in lude: mat hing point sets with
respe t to the Hausdor distan e and mat hing
polygons with respe t to the Hausdor or Fre het
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distan e between their boundaries; see Alt et al. [1℄
for a survey. The area of overlap (or the area the
symmetri di eren e ) of two polygons is less sensitive to noise and therefore more appropriate for
ertain appli ations. The fun tion of the area of
overlap of two translated simple polygons was rst
studied by Mount et al. [5℄. They showed that this
fun tion is a ontinuous, O((nm)2 ) pie ewise polynomial surfa e of at most degree two with a2 representation that an be omputed in O((nm) ) time
for two polygons with n and m verti es; eÆ ient
algorithms for determining the optimal translation
for the ase of onvex polygons and onstant-fa tor
approximation of the minimum area of symmetri
di eren e of two onvex shapes under translation
an be also found in the survey by Alt et al. [1℄.
Re ently, de Berg et al. [3℄ examined the problem of mat hing unions of onvex homothets or
unions of fat obje ts and gave a nearly quadrati
deterministi (1 )-approximation algorithm for
the maximum area of overlap under translations;
Seville, Spain (2004)
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we mention part of these results in this abstra t as
well. Their motivation omes from appli ations in
mat hing shapes that are `expressed' as unions of
onvex obje ts and weighted point set mat hing.
Cheong et al. [2℄ gave a nearly linear time probabilisti approximation algorithm for the same
problem.
Let A = fA1; : : : ; An g and B = fB1; : : : ; Bmg,
(n  m) be two sets of disjoint unit disks in the
plane. We onsider B to be xed, while A an be
translated and rotated relative to B. Let I be the
in nite set of all possible isometries in the plane;
we all I the on guration spa e. We denote by
R a rotation about the origin by some angle
 2 [0; 2) and by T~t a translation by some ~t 2 R2 .
Rotated only versions of A are denoted by A() =
fAi (); : : : ; An ()g; translated only versions of
A are denoted by A(~t) = fAi (~t); : : : ; An (~t)g.
Any isometry I 2 I an be uniquely de ned as
I = I~t; = R Æ T~t or I = I~t ; = T~t Æ R ,
for some ; 0 2 [0; 2) and ~t; ~t0 2 R2 ; transformed versions of A are denoted by A(~t; ) =
fAi (~t; ); : : : ; An (~t; )g for some I~t; 2 I . Let ri (~t)
be the distan e of Ai (~t; )'s enter to the origin. 2
Let V (C ) be the area of ompa t set C 2 R
and Vij (~t; ) := V (Ai (~t; ) \ Bj ). The area of overlap of A(~t; ) and B , as ~t;  vary, is a fun tion
V (~t; ) = V (A(~t; ) \ B ) =
PV A: 2IA;B!2BRVwith
~
(
A
(
t
;
) \ Bj ). We investigate the
i
i
j
following
problem: For two sets A; B, de ned as

into a relative one using the lower bound theorem.
In the deterministi one we employ a lever sampling of on guration spa e dire ted by some speial properties of the fun tion Vij . The probabilisti one is a ombination of sampling of translation
spa e, random sampling of both input sets and the
te hnique by Cheong et al. [2℄.

One an prove that, the maximum number of
ombinatorially distin t translations of A with respe t to B an be as high as (n2m) and the fun tion des ribing the area of overlap is quite omplex,
even for ombinatorially equivalent translations. If
rotations are allowed as well the omplexity of the
on guration spa e an be as high as (m2n3).
Our major ontributions are the following: (i) a
lower bound on the area of overlap whi h is vital for
almost all our algorithms, (ii) a nearly quadrati
deterministi algorithm for translations, (iii) deterministi and nearly quadrati probabilisti algorithms for rigid motions. The algorithms are based
on a simple two step framework in whi h an approximation of the best translation if followed by
an approximation of the best rotation, whenever
the latter applies. This way we rst a hieve an absolute error on V (~topt ; opt) whi h we then turn

Translation(A; B; ):

0

0

0

0

above, ompute the optimal isometry I~topt ;opt that
maximizes V (~t; ).

2. The translational ase

First, we present a lower bound on the maximum
area of overlap under translation.
Theorem 1 Let A = fA1 ; : : : ; An g and B =

fB1; : : : ; Bm g,

be two sets of disjoint unit disks
in the plane. Let ~topt be the translation that maximizes the area of overlap V (~t) of A(~t) and B over
all possible translations ~t of set A. If kopt is the
number of overlapping pairs Ai (~topt ) and Bj , then
V (~topt ) is (kopt ).
We pro eed with the (1 )-approximation algo-

rithm. The algorithm is based on sampling of transformation spa e by using a uniform grid. This is
possible due to the following lemma that states
that V (~t) is a sum of fun tions with some Lips hitz
behaviour.
Lemma 2 Let kopt be the number of overlapping
pairs Ai (~topt ) and Bj . For any given Æ > 0 and
any ~t 2 R2 for whi h j~topt ~tj = O(Æ), we have
V (~topt ) V (~t) = O(kopt Æ).
Figure 1 shows algorithm Translation(A; B; ).
(i) Initialize an empty binary sear h tree S with entries
of the form (~t; V(~t)) where ~t is the key.
(ii) For ea h pair of disks Ai 2 A and Bj 2 B do:
(a) Impose a uniform grid of spa ing () on
Tij = Bj Ai .
(b) For ea h grid point ~tg 2 Tij do:
{ If ~tg is in S, then V(~tg ) := V(~tg ) +
Vij (~tg ) otherwise, insert ~tg in S with
V(~tg ) := Vij (~tg ).
(iii) Report the grid point ~tapx that maximizes V(~tg ),
and V(~tapx ).
Fig. 1. Algorithm Translation(A; B; ).
Theorem 3 Let A = fA1 ; : : : ; An g and B =
fB1; : : : ; Bm g be two sets of disjoint unit disks
in the plane. Let ~topt be the translation that
maximizes V (~t). Then, for any given  > 0,
Translation(A; B; ) omputes a translation
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~tapx , for whi h V (~tapx ) 
O((mn=2 ) log(m=)) time.

(1 )V (~topt ), in
All these results hold for sets of onvex homothets
where the ratio of the areas of any two obje ts is
bounded and any obje t interse ts only a onstant
number of other obje ts in its set [3℄.
3. The rotational ase

We onsider the following restri ted s enario: set
is xed, and set A an be rotated around the
origin. This problem has a one-dimensional onguration spa e: the angle of rotation. Consider
the fun tion V : [0; 2) ! R de ned by V () :=
V (A() \ B ). We start with a result that states that
the term Vij () has some Lips hitz behaviour.
Lemma 4 Let Ai ; Bj be any xed pair of disks. For
any given Æ > 0 and any 1 ; 2 for whi h j1 2 j 
Æ=(2ri ), we have jVij (1 ) Vij (2 )j  2Æ.
For a pair Ai; Bj , we de ne the rotational interval Rij = f 2 [0; 2) : Ai () \ Bj 6= ;g. Note that
Rij is onne ted under the onsidered topology;
we denote its length by jRij j. Instead of omputing
Vij () at ea h  2 Rij , we would like to sample it at
regular intervals whose length is at most Æ=(2ri ).
At rst, it looks as if we would have to take an
in nite number of sample points as ri ! 1. However, as the following lemma shows, the number of
samples we need to onsider is bounded.
Lemma 5 For any Ai ; Bj with ri > 0, and any
given given Æ > 0, we have jRij j=(Æ=(2ri )) =
O(1=Æ).
Algorithm Rotation(A; B; Æ), see Figure 2, maximizes V () up to an absolute error. By omputing a value V~ () that approximates V (), we save
a linear fa tor in the running time.
Lemma 6 Let opt be the rotation that maximizes
V () and let kopt be the number of overlapping pairs
Ai (opt ) and Bj . For any given Æ > 0, the rotation apx reported by Rotation(A; B; Æ) satis es
V (opt ) V (apx ) = O(kopt Æ), and an be omputed
in O((mn=Æ) log m) time.
B

4. A (1
)-approximation algorithm for
rigid motions

A simple algorihtm RigidMotion(A; B; )
whi h gives a (1 )-approximation of the optimum is des ribed in Figure 3. It uses the fa t that
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Rotation(A; B; Æ ):

(i) For ea h pair of disks Asiij2 A and Bj 2 B, hoose
points ij := fij1 ; : : : ; ij g with an uniform spa ing of Æ=(2ri ) and su h that Rij  [ij1 ; ijsij ℄. Make
sure that the midpoint of Rij is in ij .
(ii) Sort the values  := i;j ij = fijs g, keeping
repetitions and solving ties arbitrarily, if appli able.
Let 0 ; 1 ; : : : be the ordering of .
(iii) Let V~ :  ! R with V~ (0 ) := V(0 ).
(iv) For ea h l = ijs in in reasing order of l do:
{ If Vij is de reasing at ijs , or ijs is the midpoint of Rij , then V~ (l ) := V~ (l 1 ) Vij (ijs 1 )+
Vij (ijs+1 )
{ If Vij is in reasing at ijs , then V~ (l ) := V~ (l 1 )
Vij (ijs 1 ) + Vij (ijs )
(v) Report the apx 2  that maximizes V~ ().

S

Fig. 2. Algorithm Rotation(A; B; Æ).

any isometry an be expressed as a translation
followed by a rotation around the origin.
RigidMotion(A; B; ):

(i) For ea h pair of disks Ai 2 A and Bj 2 B do:
(a) Set the enter of rotation, i.e the origin, to be
Bj 's enter by translating B appropriately.
Impose a uniform grid of spa ing () on
Tij = Bj Ai .
(b) For ea h grid point ~tg 2 Tij do:
{ run Rotation(A(~tg ); B; ), whereg
is an appropriate onstant; let apx
be theg rotation returned. Compute
V(~tg ; apx ).
(ii) Reportg the pair (tapx ; apx) that maximizes
V(~tg ; apx ), and V(tapx; apx ).
Fig. 3. Algorithm RigidMotion(A; B; ).
Let A = fA1 ; : : : ; An g and B =
be two sets of disjoint unit disks
in the plane. Let I~topt ;opt be the isometry that
maximizes V (~t; ). Then, for any given  >
0, RigidMotion(A; B; ) omputes an isometry I~tapx ;apx , for whi h V (~tapx ; apx )  (1
)V (~topt ; opt ), in O((n2 m2 =3 ) log m) time.
Theorem 7

fB1; : : : ; Bm g

We an modify the algorithm su h that its running
time depends on the diameter  of the set A. The
main idea is to onvert our algorithm into one that
is sensitive to the number of pairs of disks in A
and B that have approximately the same distan e,
and then use the ombinatorial bounds by Gavrilov
et al. [4, Theorem 4.1℄. In many appli ations it
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is reasonable to assume bounds of the type  =

O(n) [4℄, and therefore the result below is relevant.
Theorem 8 Let A = fA1 ; : : : ; An g and B =
fB1 ; : : : ; Bm g be two sets of disjoint unit disks
in the plane. Let  be the diameter of A, and let
I~topt ;opt be the isometry that maximizes V (~t; ).
Then, for any given  > 0, an isometry I~tapx ;apx
su h that V (~tapx ; apx )  (1 )V (~topt ; opt ) an
2 4=3 1=3
be found in O( m n  3 log n log m ) time.
5. A Monte Carlo Algorithm

In this se tion we present a nearly quadrati
Monte Carlo randomized algorithm that omputes
a (1 )-approximation of the maximum area
of overlap with high probability. The algorithm
works under the assumption that V (~topt ; opt) 
V (B ) = m, for some 0 <  1, whi h implies
that n = (m) and kopt = (n). As noted by
Cheong et al. [2℄, this is a reasonable assumption
to make in many shape mat hing appli ations.
The rst step is a ombination of random sampling of set A and the sampling of the spa e of
translations. This is based on the observation that
the deterministi algorithm of Se tion 4 will ompute a (1 )-approximation kopt times. Intuitively,
the larger the kopt, the less the ne essary number
of pairs that have to be tried out in this step. The
se ond step is based on a dire t appli ation of a
te hnique by Cheong et al. [2℄. The te hnique allows us to maximize, up to an absolute error, the
area of overlap under rotation in linear time, by
omputing a point of maximum depth in a one dimensional arrangement. We sumarize it below.
We hoose a uniform random sample S of points
in B, and for jAa (rotation
 we ompute the estimate eS () = S)\Sj : For a point s 2 S we de ne
W (s) = fjs 2 A()g. Let A (S ) be the arrangement of all regions W (s); it is a one-dimensional
arragement of rotational intervals.
Lemma 9 Let opt be the rotation that maximizes
V (). For any given Æ > 0, let S be a uniform
log n
random sample of points in B with jS j  1 Æ3
where 1 is an appropriate onstant. The vertex apx
of A(S ) that maximizes eS () satis es V (opt )
V (apx )  ÆV (B ) with probability at least 1 1=n6.
Algorithm RandomRigidMotion(A; B; ; ; )

is given in Figure 4.
Theorem 10 Let A
= fA1; : : : ; Ang and
B = fB1 ; : : : ; Bm g, be two sets of disjoint unit

RandomRigidMotion(A; B;

; ; ):

(i) Choose a uniform random sample RA  A, with
jRA j = ( = ), and a uniform random sample S of
points in B, with jS j = (log jAj=3).
(ii) For ea h pair of disks Ai 2 RA and Bj 2 B do:
(a) Impose a uniform grid of spa ing () on
Tij = Bj Ai .
(b) For ea h grid point ~tg 2 Tijg do:
{ Compute a vertex apx of maximum
depth in A(~tg ) (S ), and V(~tg ; agpx ).
(iii) Reportg the pair (~tapx ; apx) that maximizes
V(~tg ; apx ), and V(~tapx; apx ).
Fig. 4. Algorithm RandomRigidMotion(A; B; ; ; ).
disks in the plane. Let I~topt ;opt be the isometry that maximizes V (~t; ) with the assumption
that V (~topt ; thopt)  V (B ), for some 0 <
 1. Then, for any given  > 0,  =6,
RandomRigidMotion(A; B; ; ; )
omputes
an isometry I~tapx ;apx , for whi h V (~tapx ; apx ) 
(1 )V (~topt ; opt), in O(( n2 =5) log2 (n=)) time.
The algorithm su eeds with probability at least
1  1=n6.
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